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Cardinals and other church officials will be required to make detailed financial disclosures and decline most gifts.
Pope Francis Issues Law to Combat Corruption in the Vatican
Pope Francis issued tough new anti-corruption regulations Thursday that require Vatican cardinals and managers to periodically declare they are ...
Pope Francis’ new Vatican anti-corruption rules limit gifts to 40 euros
The voting rights activist spoke with more precision than President Biden about a key part of the new Georgia election law, but she still left a misleading impression.
Stacey Abrams’s pitch that the new Georgia law ‘eliminates hours of voting’
Republicans view the 2017 law signed by former president Donald Trump in the same manner that Democrats regard the 2010 passage of the Affordable Care Act: an achievement in domestic policy that they ...
Congressional Republicans see 2017 tax cut law as signature achievement of Trump-era. They won’t give it up easily.
A New York City agency on Wednesday sued Chipotle Mexican Grill for violating a law that requires quick-service restaurants to schedule employees at least two weeks in advance as well as for not ...
Lawsuit alleges Chipotle Mexican Grill owes workers and New York City nearly $500 million for violating Fair Work Week law
Speech given by Tatyana Bolton at the AGA Cybersecurity Subcommittee Virtual Session on February 25th, 2021. Introduction Thank you all for having me here today. My name is Tatyana Bolton and I am ...
Speech: The Need for National Data Security and Data Privacy Laws
The Czech Parliament has approved the changes in the electoral law requested by the country’s highest court that ruled the previous legislation discriminated against small political parties.
Czech Lawmakers Change Electoral Law to Help Small Parties
He told CEOS to 'stay out of politics' in the midst of a controversial new voting law in the state of Georgia. The new law strengthens I.D. requirements for absentee ballots, and makes it a crime to ...
Republicans bare teeth over Georgia voting law
WASHINGTON — Civil rights groups have now filed at least three legal challenges to Georgia's newly enacted law changing state ... involves a challenge to new Arizona rules involving ballots ...
Georgia faces growing number of legal challenges over new voting law
Georgia's 98-page election law, passed by a GOP-controlled ... codifies the use of drop boxes with strict rules on how they can be used and sets new rules for state and local election officials.
What Georgia's new voting law really does — 9 facts
Some leaders of Georgia's Black churches say the new schedule will affect voting after church services, also known as "souls to the polls." The law bans people aside from poll workers from ...
Georgia voting law explained: Here's what to know about the state's new election rules
Qatar's male guardianship rules contradict some of its own laws, according to HRW, which set the end of guardianship at 18 years old and violate the country's obligations under international law.
Qatar: Discrimination suffered by women laid bare in new report
U.S. Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell lashed out at corporate America on Monday, warning CEOs to stay out of the debate over a new voting law in Georgia that has been criticized as ...
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